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Question #:1  
 

A customer wants to ensure that their OFSC users' passwords are unique and as secure as possible Which four 
options are available in OFSC for making passwords unique? 

 

A. Password must contain upper and lowercase letters. 
 

B. Password must contain special symbols. 
 

C. Password must differ from old password. 
 

D. Password must not contain more than X characters. 
 

E. Password must not contain personal details. 
 

F. Password must contain letters. 
 

Answer: B C E F 
 

Explanation 

https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/august2015/servicecs_gs/FAADU/FAADU.pdf 

 

Question #:2  
 

Your customer wants to configure an inner step message ("B") to send an email if a previous message ("A ) 
has Failed. 

 

Which statement explains how this can be supported? 
 

A. In the Message Scenario screen's Blocking Conditions tab of message B, add a condition that blocks the 
message when the message A's status is NOT IN failed. 

 

B. In the Message Scenario screen's Next Steps tab of message A, add message B as the Next Message 
Step with the final status "Failed". 

 

C. In the Message Scenario screen's Next Stepstab of message B, add message A as the Next Message Step 
with the final status Failed". 

 

D. In the Message Scenario screen's Blocking Conditions tab of message B, add a condition that blocks the 
message when the message A's status is NOT IN sent. 

 

Answer: B 

 

Question #:3  

which two statements are true regarding OIC-OFSC integration? 
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A. The OIC platform can only use SOAP-based adapters for OFSC integration; REST-based adapters will 
not function for the product combination. 

 

B. Each external system will still require custom code to integrate with OFSC, but OIC will provide a 
structural framework for the OFSC Inbound and Outbound APIs. 

 

C. Field mapping and process flows between OFSC and external systems can be accomplished through 
OIC's GUI. 

 

D. The OIC platform can only use REST-based adapters for OFSC integration; SOAP-based adapters will 
not function for the product combination. 

 

E. Using OIC to integrate OFSC with a customer's systems removes the need to develop custom 
middleware to integrate each system. 

 

Answer: C E 

 

Question #:4  
 

Which three options are valid 'Units of measure' in a Resource Type’s [ ' Load Threshold' section, that are 
used to determine how the icons are displayed in the Dispatch Console based on the resource's current load? 

 

A. Overtime cost 
 

B. Number of activities 
 

C. Travel time cost 
 

D. Working hours cost 
 

E. Hours 
 

F. Time percent 
 

Answer: B C E 

 

Question #:5  
 

Your customer has technicians in the field and at times they need to move an activity to another technician 
using Collaboration. 

 

How do you enable this functionality for your customer? 
 

A. Enable the 'Allow activity move via chat" for the "Technician" User Type. 
 

B. Enable the "Allow activity move from non-scheduled pool to scheduled one" for the "Technician" User 
Type. 

 

C. Enable the "Allow activity reschedule / move to non-scheduled pool" for the "Technician" User Type. 
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D. Enable the "Allow inventory move via chat" for the "Technician" User Type. 
 

Answer: C 
 

Explanation 

Referencehttps://docs.oracle.com/cloud/august2015/servicecs_gs/FAUTY/FAUTY.pdf(19) 

 

Question #:6  
 

Your customer has enabled the setting 'Personalize the estimation of activity duration' for a given Resource 
Type. 

 

What is the consequence of this setting for resources of that type? 
 

A. It ensures that all new resources of this type will have the same duration ratios based on the 
company-level duration estimations. 

 

B. It ensures that the same activity durations for resources of this type will be applied to all Activity Types. 
 

C. It ensures that activity durations recorded for resources of this Resource Type will not be applied to 
company-level estimations. 

 

D. It permits the ability to set duration ratios based on the company-level duration estimations for new 
resources of this type. 

 

Answer: B 

 

Question #:7  
 

A customer has chosen to override learned activity durations for a period of time, after which they will 
revert bads; to having Oracle Field Service Cloud (OFSC) provide duration estimations based on learned 
behavior. 

 

Which statement is accurate regarding how the statistics override option works? 
 

A. Activity duration overrides can only be started or stopped manually within the OFSC Core Application. 
 

B. Even though an activity duration override is in effect, OFSC still compiles statistically learned values 
from reported field activities. 

 

C. OFSC will begin updating statistically learned values from reported field activities once the override 
has stopped. 

 

D. An activity duration overrides can be applied for a type of activity even if a given resource has not yet 
completed an activity of that type. 

 

Answer: A 
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Question #:8  
 

A customer supports a particular type of activity that requires a security clearance to gain access to the job site, 
and they only have a few resources that have clearances. 

 

These activities don't happen all that often, and as such, they are not concerned with quota management for 
them. Instead, when an acti/ity of this type needs to be booked, the customer will directly assign it to one of 
their qualified resources. 

 

Which API request will provide this customer with the information they need to directly assign the activity to 
the right resource? 

 

A. GET 'resources' request 
 

B. 'activityBookingOptions' request 
 

C. 'bookingStatuses' request 
 

D. 'findMatchingResources' request 
 

Answer: A 

 

Question #:9  

which two statements are correct regarding Daily Extracts in Oracle Field Service Cloud (OFSC)? 

A. When new custom properties are configured within OFSC, they are automatically added to the 
appropriate configured Daily Extract files. 

 

B. Daily Extract files are accessible for download either via API, via SFTP or manually through the 
Outbound Integration Channels screenO OFSC. 

 

C. If using an overnight shift, the Daily Extracts for the previous day will be available only after 
the overnight period configured on the Business Rules screen has passed. 

 

D. Daily Extracts can be configured to be available in XML, CSV or HTML format. 
 

E. The Daily Extract files can be configured to include, exclude and/or arrange the order of corresponding 
fields and custom properties. 

 

Answer: D E 

 

 

Question #:10  

You want to copy Thursday's Time Slot-Based quota to Friday. 

On the Quota by Time Slot view, what is a valid way of setting the quota grid so Friday's Quota is 85% of 
Thursday's Quota? 
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A. Select Friday using the calendar. Click "Mass populate" and select the next day value = previous 
day value * percent operation with an 85% value. 

 

B. Select Friday using the calendar. Click "Mass populate" and select the next day value = previous day 
value * percent operation and select Thursday as the destination day with an85% value. 

 

C. Select Thursday using the calendar. Click "Mass populate" and select the next day value = previous day 
value * percent operation and select Friday as the destination day with an 85% value. 

 

D. Select Thursday using the calendar. Click "Masspopulate" and select the copy day-today operation and 
select Friday as the destination day with an 85% value. 

 

E. Select Friday using the calendar. Click "Mass populate" and select the copy day-to-day operate and 
select Thursday as the destination day within 85% value. 

 

Answer: E 
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